
Art 
 Grade 9 

 
 

Courses Offered: AVI1O1 
 
Visual Arts (Open) AVI1O1 
This course is exploratory in nature, offering an overview of visual arts as a foundation for further study.                  
Students will become familiar with the elements and principles of design and the expressive qualities of                
various materials by using a range of media, processes, techniques, and styles. Students will use the                
creative and critical analysis processes and will interpret art within a personal, contemporary, and historical               
context.  
 
 

 
Unit or Topic 

 
Content or Description 

Artists among us: 
Transformations 

 
What is Art?  Forms of expression; Intro to the Creative Process, looking at 
art; Planning art; Learning to tap into creativity 

Self(ie) expressions: Art as 
Language 

 
Elements and Principles of art: learning to communicate without words 

Drawing Conclusions  
Drawing skills: Contour, value, gesture; rendering values and textures 

Colour Our World(s) 
Colour Explosions 

 
Intro to colour theory and paint mixing; brush handling, basic techniques 

Ancient Civilizations  
Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Minoa, Ancient Greece and Rome 

Sculpture and Multiples 
 
Working with three dimensional media, safety, (clay and/or plaster) 
creating multiples 

Design a Career 
 
Examine exciting career possibilities in the arts and design a poster to 
promote your favourite!! 

Me, Myself, and EYE 
 
Summative Evaluation Project: Use all skills developed throughout the 
course 

 
Grade 9 art is a very exciting class offered in a warm and friendly creative environment. While                 
students work they are invited to share ideas and stories about life in and beyond the school as they                   
make new friends! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Art  
Grade 10 

 
 

Courses Offered:    AVI2O1, AWD2O1 
 
Visual Arts (Open) AVI2O1 
This course enables students to develop their skills in producing and presenting art by introducing them to                 
new ideas, materials, and processes for artistic exploration and experimentation. Students will apply the              
elements and principles of design when exploring the creative process. Students will use the critical analysis                
process to reflect on and interpret art within a personal, contemporary, and historical context. 
  
During this course students will explore aspects of portraiture with a focus on themselves. They will develop                 
drawing skills that will lead to sophisticated creative works that convey meaning and reflect personal style. 
 
Prerequisite: None 
Note:  This course is recommended for students who HAVE already taken Grade 9 art. 
  

Unit or Topic Content or Description 

Creativity and Art Art as Expression; intro to collage 

Speaking Art’s Language Elements and Principles at work: Learning to critique 

Who Am I? Portraits (and meaning) in Art History 

Portraiture: Drawing Facial proportions, ink and drawing media 

Colour and Expression Creative colour applications: paint & more 

Text: Now and Then Creative aspects of typography & design 

Facing Our Fears Explorations in expressive mask-making 

Ultimate Self Portrait Getting it Together: 
Summative Project in mixed media 

This course develops skills introduced in grade 9, but focuses the young artist’s attention on 
personal expression and meaning - especially through portraiture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Visual Design (Open) AWD2O1 
This course enables students to develop their skills in producing and presenting art by introducing them to                 
new ideas, materials, and processes for artistic exploration and experimentation. Students will apply the              
elements and principles of design when exploring the creative process. Students will use the critical analysis                
process to reflect on and interpret art within a personal, contemporary, and historical context.  
 
Students will enjoy the relaxed atmosphere of the design studio while exploring visual design as a form of                  
expression in various media.  
 
Prerequisite: None 

Unit Theme  Content or Description 

 What Type are YOU?  Typography and communication 

 Colour as expression  Colour theory and practical applications 

 Picture your SELF as…   Cell phone photography and portraiture 

 Manipulation Tactics  Image manipulation and distortion of “truth” 

 You are Such a Card!  Paper creations and Graphic Design Tricks 

 Worth a thousand Words  Collage and montage in mixed media 

 Culminating Task   My Whole Self in many parts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Art 
Grade 11 

 
 

Courses Offered:  AWA3O1,  AWM3M1 
 
 
Crafts  (Open) AWA3O1 
This art course provides students with a hands-on experience that engages the senses by learning through                
various traditional and non-traditional crafts media such as ceramics, glass, textiles, plaster, papier maché,              
and batik. Students will discover unique ways of expressing personal concepts through various forms of craft                
and will create and exhibit works that reflect skill development using a variety of materials. Students will                 
apply the elements and principles of design when exploring the creative process and will use the critical                 
analysis process to reflect on and interpret art within a personal, contemporary, and historical context. 
 
Students will create beautiful objects in various craft media in traditional and non-traditional ways. By               
exploring themes of vessel, ornament, play, and cover, students will explore and expand their creative selves                
and learn from the work of others. 
Prerequisite: None 
 

 
Unit Theme 

 
Content or Description 

Creativity and Crafts Media  Craft media possibilities—building on the past! 

Fusion is Fun  Past & Present:  reusing items and ideas 

Vessel: We’re all in this together!   Ceramics and Papier Mache  

Ornamental, My Dear!  Exploring the Amulet...and more 

Cover Me!  Fashion and Embellishment 

Playing Games Crafts as Fun: Games and Gargoyles 

Culminating Task   Final Fusion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Drawing & Painting for Animation (University/College) AWM 3M1 
This course enables students to further develop their knowledge and skills in visual arts. Students will use                 
the creative process to explore a wide range of themes through studio work that prepares them for future                  
studies in art and animation. Students will learn the basics of representation and rendering in traditional                
drawing and painting media while using the critical analysis process to evaluate their own work and the work                  
of others.  
 
The course will be delivered as a program focused on drawing and painting for animation and is strongly                  
recommended for students taking Animation Technologies (TGI3M and/or TGI 4M) 
Prerequisite:   Any Gr. 9 or 10 Art Course 
 

  

  
Unit Theme 

  
               Content or Description 

The Creative Process: 
Art and Design 

Students examine the Creative Process Model in light of both art 
and design and develop an understanding of the intersection of 
these areas of study and practice. 

Drawing Introduction Students review the basics of drawing as identified in Grades 9 
(Visual Art), 10 (Crafts/Visual Design) and consider the many 
aspects and areas of incorporating drawing. Students will create 
and critically assess drawings in various media. 

 Drawing for Painting Students will investigate the relationship of drawing to painting 
through historical and contemporary perspectives. Students will 
learn to employ underpainting and “en pleine aire” sketches as 
preparatory works. 

Painting and Colour 
Theory  

Students will learn the various models for understanding colour 
theory and select appropriate models for use in traditional and 
painting and digital media. They will apply concepts to the creation 
of models suited to various purposes in Art and Design. 

  Art on the Move  Students will examine examples of drawing and paint media in 
contemporary video and animation contexts to understand the 
relationships inherent in multi-media works involving drawing, 
painting, and digital media. 

 Making Meaning: 
Symbols and Stereotypes 

 

Students will investigate various conventions of representation that 
both liberate and constrict the conveyance of meaning. Students will 
produce projects that convey personal messages and reflect on the 
work of others. 

Culminating Task Students will produce a final exhibition of personally meaningful 
work that draws upon the experiences, knowledge, skills, and 
learning of the course. 

 
 



Art  
Grade 12 

 

 
Courses Offered:  AEA4O1, AWD4M1   

 
 
Exploring & Creating the Arts (Open) AEA 4O1 
This art course provides students with a hands-on experience that engages their imaginations through              
self-expression and use of the elements of design. Students will explore connections between dance, drama,                  
media arts, music, and/or visual arts. Students will use the creative process individually and/or                           
collaboratively to produce integrated art works that draw on various disciplines, and they will critically                             
analyse art works and determine how interpreting these works affects their own development. Students will                             
develop responsible practices that are transferable beyond the classroom. They will explore solutions to                           
integrated arts challenges and discover that art is everywhere, influencing and reflecting society. Installation                           
Collaborative Project. 
 
Prerequisite: None. 
 

Unit or Topic Content or Description 

All into the Arts! Elements, principles and media that connect the various art forms 

What Type are YOU? Street Art in the classroom 

Self Expression  
(Jewelry and Totems) 

Students develop personal symbols in various art forms and 
technologies to express themselves in clay & other media  

Careers in the Arts Examining various career possibilities in and through the arts 

Mapping Our Journey Culminating work in mixed media of choice  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Visual Design: (University/College) AWD4M1 
This course focuses on enabling students to refine their use of the creative process when creating and                 
presenting two- and three-dimensional art works using a variety of traditional and emerging media and               
technologies. Students will use the critical analysis process to deconstruct art works and explore the               
connections between art and society. The studio program enables students to explore a range of materials,                
processes, and techniques that can be applied in their own art production. Students will also make                
connections between various works of art in personal, contemporary, historical, and cultural contexts. 
 
 Prerequisite:  Any Grade 11 University/College level Art Course  
 
 

Unit or Topic Content or Description 

All into the Arts! Application of visual language, the creative process and critical analysis 
process 

Defining the artist in you? making connections between personal, contemporary, historical, and 
cultural contexts 

Self Expression  
 

Students create and present artworks in  two- and three-dimensional 
methods using a variety of traditional and emerging media  

Careers in the Arts Examining various career possibilities in and through the arts 

Expressions though Skill Culminating work in media of choice  

 
 


